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INTRODUCTION
The Project, Its Purpose and Scope
In March, 1914.7» the Iowa Agricultural Experiment station
opened a new project» Project 1011» called the "Utilisation
of Aluminum and Aluminisn Products in Farm Buildings and
Bquipment". Since that time the farm structures field of the
Agricultural Engineering Department of Iowa State College has
been conducting various studies under this project*
The end purpose of the project Is to evolve a set of
specifications for every aspect of the utilisation of alumi
num and aluminum products in farm buildings and e<ltiipment» A
few of these aspects may be listed as below.
A* Aluminum sheets for roofing and siding
B« Kails as fasteners for aluminum sheets
C. Fabrication of aluminum on the farm
Some of the problems met with in these broad aspects
which deserve close study may further be listed.
Almalnum sheets for roofing and siding
1. What type of sheet is better, corrugated or flat,
and under what ciroumstances should each be used?
2. For corrugated sheets, what is the best type of
corrugation?
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3* What la the optimum thickness of sheets?
i|.. Vhat is the most suitable alloy of aliBainun for the
purpose?
The best temper and extent of heat treatment for the
alloy used.
6. The corrosion resistance properties of the material*
7. Temperature effects on the sheets.
Nails as fasteners for altamlntgn sheets
1. Withdrawal resistance,
2. Resistance to creep,
3* The material out of which the nails are maniifactured,
like steel or aluminum*
The type of nail shank, plain, screw, ring or combi
nation ring and screw,
5. Treatment of shank.
6* Diameter of shank.
7* Diameter of head,
8* Thickness of head.
9* Vature of the nail point, diamond, conical or any
other type*
10. The type of washer to be used with the nails.
Fabrication of alianlnum on the farm
1. Spacing of the rafters.
-3-
2. Overlapping of sheets.
3* Type of sheathing.
Type of nailing girts, their dimensions and other
speeifioations•
5* Minlinum slope of roofing.
It is hoped that In the course of time each of these
problems can be studied closely and satisfactory answers
obtained.
Justification of the Project
The use of aluminum on the American farm, especially as
roofing and siding, has increased tremendously since the end
of the second world war. During the war, the production of
aluminum was stepped up to meet the demands of the war. When
the war ended the aluminum industry was forced to seek alter-*
nate markets €md discovered the farm market as the chief
among them. This had mixed results. It gave the farmer an
excellent material for roofing, siding and other purposes, a
materifiJ. which not only made up the shortage of other build
ing materials like lisnber and iron products, but in many
respects was potentially even superior to them. However, the
immediate results in many oases were disastrous because of
the lack of experience of the farmer with alianlnum and
because of the lack of any specifications, code or recommen
dations for its use. Thus the urgent need for a set of
apaolfioations arabraoing avary aapaot of tha uaa of aluminum
on the faz^. In order to help tha fannar and tha build
ing industry, became very pressing. Hanca tha Justification
of the project.
Objectives of the Present Study
It is clear that it will take several years and the
efforts of several man to conduct enough experiments to reach
the goal set for the project. So a few problems are taken at
a time by a faw research man, aa time and expenses allow, and
intense studies are made on tham. The aoousnulated results of
such work over a period of years are expected to lead to the
stated goal. The objectives of the present study are to
determine:
1. the relative merits of corrugated and flat sheet
aluminum for roofing of farm buildings;
2. the relative merits of three different thicknesses
of aluminun aheeta, namely 0.019 inch, 0.021). Inch and 0.032
Ineh;
3. the relative merits of steel and aluminum as mate
rial for the manTifacture of roofing nails;
I4.. the relative merits of two different types of nail
points, diamond and conical;
5. the relative merits of two different types of nail
shanka, screw and ring;
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6. th« relative merlta of two different types of neo-
weslierB used with roofing nails ^ flat and wedge shaped*
7. an average rupture resistance for each nail used
with each thickness of flat and corrugated alumlnwu sheets.
The determinations in objeotlYes 1 through 6 are baaed
solely on the rupture resistance of the sheet aluminum used
for the particular treatment combination. As for objective 7,
since the nail head diameters are reduced for the purposes of
this study, the estimates of rupture resistance tend to be
lower than what would actually take place under normal
conditions•
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REVISW OF LITERATURE
Altsnlnum
Altunlnum la tho most abundant metallic element, esti
mated to comprise 8 per cent of the solid portion of the
earth's crust. It Is an Important constituent of clay and
praetically all common rocks except sandstone and limestone.
Yet, despite its preTalenoe^ it was not conmerolally produced
on a largo scale until 1888•
History
The history of aluminum from its isolation to Its final
commercial production may be briefly summarized as described
by Brown (5# PP* X0*12). In 162$ Oersted, a Dane, first Iso
lated aluminxsn by heating potassium amaXgum with aluminum
chloride and distilling mercury from the resulting aluminum
amalgun. Wohler, a Oenaan, in used potassium Instead of
potassium amalgum and obtained aluminum as a grey powder.
Saint-Claire Deville, a Frenchman, in 1851|- changed Wohler^s
method by substituting sodium for potassium* In 1886, Charles
Martin Hall in America and Paul L. T. Heroult in France Inde
pendently discovered the process of electolytlc reduction of
aluminum oxide to the metal. This process, called the
-7-
Hall-Heroult process, is basically the same as the one being
need today Tor eomaeroial production of aliuninum.
Manxifacture
Brown (5, p. X5) deaoribea the Hall-Heroult proceaa In
the following words.
The world's supply of aluminum la produced by the
electrolytic reduction of the oxide by the Hall-
Heroult process For the electrolytic reduction,
alumina (Al^O^) is dissolved in a bath of molten
cryolite maintained at a temperature of about
982® C. (1800® P-). This molten bath (or electro
lyte) is contained In a cell comprising a oast
iron shell lined with carbon which serves as a
cathode and has carbon anodes suspended therein*
The current passinf^ through the electrolyte
separates the dissolved aluminum oxide into metal
lic aluminum, ^ich is deposited at the bottom of
the cell, and oxygen, idiich is deposited on the
carbon anodes, gradually consumes them. The cryo-
lite remains substantially unaltered.•••.Alumina is
periodically stirred into the bath ajid dissolved to
maintain the continuous operation of the process.
It takes from 10 to 12 kilowatt hours of electricity
to product a pound of alminvsn
Properties
The great demand for aluminum today—it comes only next
to iron in volume of production—is due to certain properties
which make it desirable for commercial usage. It is coanpara-
tively lightweight; it weighs 168.6 pounds per cubic foot,
which is only about one-third of the unit weight of iron,
copper, nickel or sine. It has good resistance to corrosion.
Acetic acid and concentrated nitric acid are coaaunonly shipped
-6.
and stored In alumlnw drums and tanks* Aluminum Is an
exoellent reflector of radiation in ultraviolet, visible, and
infra-red regions of the spectrum. It has exoellent thermal
and electrical conductivity. The electrical conductivity is
61 per cent that of copper by volume and 200 per cent that of
copper by weight. Aluminum is soft and ductile, which makes
it easier to cold work than some of the harder metals* When
used as alloys and by proper heat treatment it can be made to
acquire excellent strength properties making it a desirable
material for structiiral work (6, p* lOd). As a result of
these desirable properties aliaminum and its alloys have
attained considerable usage in aircraft industry, electrical
appliances, engine parts, htills of ships, cranes, bearings,
machinery, cooking utensils, architecture and farm buildings*
Aluminum as a roofing material
Aluminum has many good qualities to Justify its use as a
roofing and siding material* It is light, fire and moisture
resistant, comparatively cheap and durable* Weather has
little effect on it as evidenced by the aluminum cap on the
top of the Washington Monument, which was installed in 163^
and though exposed to all kinds of weather for more than 60
years is still unharmed by the elements (5» P« 3)* It is
corrosion resistant, although not to the same extent as it is
commonly believed to be* If properly used It is strong
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onough as a roofing material* However» It has poor heat
insulating qualities. Barre and Sammet (3» PP- 78-79) giv«
some recommendations for its use for roofing#
Sheet metal (including aluminum) should not be
applied on roofs that slope less than 2«5 to 3*5
inches per foot# The ends of the sheets should
be lapped 6 Inches. Corrugated sheets should be
side-lapped 1*5 to 2 corrugations and flat sheets
should be laid with flat or standing soldered
seamsf or side-lapped with a V-crlmp Joint
Al\znlni2m and flat steel sheets should be laid on
fairly tight sheathing and the sheathing covered
with rosln-slzed paper before the metal sheets
ere laid Sheet metal roofing should be well
nailed to secure it against wind* Since the
nails are exposed, washers of lead or other mate
rial that will exclude moisture are necessary
under the nail head.
Pandya (114.) studied the effects of t«nperatiira on aluml*
num sheet roofing. One of the objectives of his study was to
determine whether high temperatures according to the climatic
conditions In Iowa would cause cmy enlargement of the nail
hole in the sheet aluminum. If any such appreciable enlarge
ment occurred, the rupture resistance of the sheet would be
reduced considerably. So one of the conclusions drawn by
Pandya is as follows: (llf, p. 67).
If aluminum corrugated sheets are properly applied
to a sound roof deck, sheets will not tear round
the nail holes if the t^perature differential is
within 100° F The bearing stresses developed
in the sheet around the nails are not large enough
to enlarge the nail holes to cause leaks In a roof,
Esmay (9)» who studied the problem of wind damage to
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rana bxilldinga reported that approximately II4. per cent of
the total roofing damage in Iowa was caused by wind on roofs
covered with sheet metal. The Iowa Mutual Tornado Insurance
Association paid about 132^000 for the damages caused to
sheet metal roofing by the single storm of October 10, 1949*
These records show not so much the liability of sheet metal
roofing to wind damages as the danger of improper usage of
the metal. By proper methods of usage, eventually It will be
possible to eliminate all wind damages to sheet metal
roofing.
Nails
The nail, as a fastener for wood, has been known to loan-
klnd for several thousands of years. However, there is no
record of any serious study on xiails earlier than 1893* when
B\irr experimented with cut and wire nails. He found that
the cut nail was superior to the wire nail in direct tensile
holding power by about 73 per cent. Since the time of Burr
some very careful work has been done on different types of
nails, a considerable portion of which has no application to
the present study. In this review of literatttre. It is
intended to cover only the work done so far under Project
1011, and that in other places trtileh has a direct bearing on
the present study.
In 1939 Heaves (16) conducted some studies on 16
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dlffor«nt types of steel roofing nails. These nails differed
from one another by shank type, shank treatment and type of
head. Some of his eonolusions were as folloms (16, p. i4.9J
The oreeping out of roofing nails is caused by a
combination of wind action, changes in tempera
ture and changes in moisture content of the wood*
All roofing nails (steel) should be galvanised...
• • In general the holding power of the coeunon
roofing nail may be increased by driving the nail
at an angle•
As far as the conclusions drawn from it are concerned, Keaves'
study might not have been very valuable* But certainly he
made a good start and attraoted attention to the very Impor
tant problem of roofing nails.
In 1914.8 f Boyd (1|.} Investigated the effect of noisture
content of wood on withdrawal resistance of roofing nails.
He used 33 different types of roofing nails consisting of
ring, screw, plain, barbed and combination shanks, different
surface treatments, different nail points and different types
of nail heads. The nail pulling machine he used was essen
tially the same as used in the present study* A properly
equipped control rocxn was used for varying environmental
temperature and humidity* He stated some of his conclusions
as follows (4, pp. 115, 118, 119)*
Moisture changes in the wood have a definite effect
on the withdrawal resistance of roofing nails
In general plain shank nails lose some of their
resistance to withdrawal after the wood has changed
in moisture content Ring shank nails are
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significantly superior to all plain and barb shank
nails (as far as withdrawal resistance is con
cerned). Changes frc»n diamond points to conical
points result In no significant Increase in with
drawal resistance••••• Due to the slight variation
of withdrawal resistance of ring shank nails with
moisture changes, it appears that they would be
relatively maffected by creepBased on
withdrawal resistance, deflection, and driving
characteristics, ring shank and combination shank
nails appear superior, with some screw shank nails
also performing satisfactorily The flat head
with no washer was significantly superior to the
flat head with either the wedge type or the flat
type washer It was observed that anything
between the head and the sheet tends to wedge the
hole larger and promote failure*
In 19i{.9f Robinson (18) continued the study of the with
drawal resistance. He iised the same nails as were used by
Boyd and the same equipment and temperature and hisnldity
control device. Some of his conclusions were as follows:
Nails show as much as 9$ per cent greater with
drawal resistance when pulled from 2 inch nailing
girts than i^en pulled from 1 Inch nailing girts.
Galvanized steel nails are superior to aluminum
when used with 2 Inch nailing girts The
ring shank nail gives better withdrawal results
than nails of other shank types.•••• The aluminum
plain shank and barb shank nails (regardless of
surface treatment) are unsatisfactory and should
not be used The change from diamond point to
conical has no material effect on the withdrawal
resistance of aluminum nails. The pilot point is
a detriment to aluminum screw shank nails
Galvanized steel nails or alumlnun^ ring or combi
nation shank nails should be used for least split
ting When using aluminum 0.025 inch thick,
the galvanized steel ring, combination, or screw
shank nail should be used. (16, pp. 127-129)
In 1951» Kunze (13) studied the resistance of sheet
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alumlnum to ruptur* by h«ad« of various typss of roofing
nails* The present study. In many respects, is a eontlnua*
tlon of KunEe*s work. He used 16 different types of nails,
the variables in which wei*e two different materials, three
different types of nail shanks and foiir different types of
washers* He tested the nails on three different thloknesaes
of plain aluminum sheets and one thickness of corrugated
aluminum sheet. The equipment and proceduz*e of test used by
Kunse have been followed closely in the present study.
Ktxnse (13 > P* 35) remarked that the diamond and conical
nail points deserved close study and comparison. Although he
did not study the matter, he thought that a conical point
would be superior to a diamond point because of the differ
ence in the form of the initial holes they make on the sheets
as they are driven through. In the present study the author
has sought to give a definite answer to this question* Some
of the conclusions drawn by Kunse, as stated by him are given
below (13, pp. 88, 89).
The large bare heads of the steel nails were
superior in strength to the large bare heads of
aluminum nails•••.. The large bare heads on
aluminum nails are too weak to be used effec
tively with the 0.032 Inch sheet altanlnum used
in the tests The type of rupture which
results in aluminum sheet metal Is influenced
considerably by the type of point on the test
nail. The type of shank on the nail has little
Influence on the final rupture pattern All
the nails tested show sufficient resistance to
rupture to secure one square foot of sheet metal
roofing In a 100 mile an hour wind.
-11^-
St«rn {20} who conducted aomo elaborate studies on
several types of nails has the following remarks to make
about nail points. {20 , p . i|6)
The selection of proper type of nail point depends
upon the nail use. The point can be of influence
on both the nail holding power and the splitting
resistance of wood into vhich the nail is driven*.
• •• In general, a nail with a long shfu*p point
may have greater holding power than one with a
blunt or medium long point* The effect of the
point design on the driving resistance and holding
properties of nails is, however, relatively small,
and thus often practically insignificant from the
strength view point.
Diese and Henderson (12, p. 531) mako some very perti
nent remarks on the problem of nails.
The problems in the use of nails may vary widely
with the application. In some cases the load is
applied perpendicular to the nail, tending to
shear one member from the other. In other in
stances the load tends to withdraw the nail from
its base or results in a combination of the two
applications of force. A nail suitable for one
purpose may not be well adapted to another.
In the present study only one criterion has been used to
Judge the nails and that is the rupture resistance of sheet
aluminun. The author wishes to emphaslRe that although this
may be valid for the present study, it may not be so for
many other applications of the nail.
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Vashors
Vaflhers are used with roofing nails primarily as a seal
for the hole that the nail makes in the sheet metal *dien dri
ven through. Only very recently was it discovered that the
washers could considerably influence the rupture resistance
of the roofing sheet. Boyd (li., p. 115) thinks that the rup
ture resistance of sheet metal Is decreased by the use of any
washers. Kunae (13, pp, 89# 90) In his study compared the
performance of a few washers on the basis of rupture resis
tance of sheet aluminum* Some of his oonolusions were as
follows.
The flat synthetic washers proved to be the best
of all washers tested* •••• In general the nails
to which these washers were applied showed a
greater resistance to ruptux*e regardless of the
characteristics of the individual nail or of the
sheet aluminum which was tested* Nails with flat
synthetic washers were from 25 to 32 per cent
better in tests with the .020 inch sheet aluminum
than was the best nail with a wedge synthetic
washer. The nail with flat synthetic washers
were from llj. to 22 per cent better in test with
the .025 Inch sheet aluminum.
In the present study only two types of washers were
tested, the flat and the wedge shaped neoprene washers.
These were among the washers that Kunse (13) used for his
study. New and different types of roofing nail washers are
coming on the market. Some of them have ^rge diameters
while others are manufactured out of neoprene with metal
backizig. These are developments in the right direction*
-16-
IMVESTIGATION
EQuipmant
The nail pulling machine that has been in use in Project
1011 was used for the investigation. Figures 1 and 2 show
the nail pulling machine testing a flat and a corrugated
aluminum sheet respectively* The machine consists of a dia-
phra^ and cell connected by a rubber tubing to a bourdon
gage* Iioad was applied to the nail through a shaft which
was actuated in an upward direction by means of an electric
motor* As the shaft moved upward the nail i^ich was rigidly
attached to it tried to pull throiigh the alumlnini test piece,
whose motion was kept restricted* At the same time the
upper end of the shaft pushed against the diaphragm putting
the fluid in the cell under pressure. This pressure was
transmitted hydraullcally through the rubber tubing to the
Bourdon gage, which was graduated in such a way as to read
directly in pounds the load applied to the nail* The machine
was calibrated before the investigation was begun* The error
in oalibration never exceeded two per cent* As the load
inoi^ased the accuracy of oalibration also increased so aueh
that above 100 pounds the oalibration w&a exact for all prac
tical purposes* The smallest graduation on the scale was
-17-
Nail Code
ADRP ACRF SDRF SCRP ADSF ACSP SDSF SCSF
T
2 k 5 7 8
ADRW ACRW SDFV; SC^W flDSW ACSW SDSW SCSW
T TT
10
Key to code:
1st letter
2nd letter
3rd letter
i^th letter
f
11 12 13 15 16
Material: Alumlniiin, A; Steel, S.
Nail point: Diamond, D; Conical, C
Shank type: Ring, R; Screw, S.
Washer: Flat, P; Wedge shaped, W,
Figure 1, Poofincr Nails Tested.
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Figure 2, (aj The Nail-Pulling Machine
with Baseboard Used to Test
Plat Sheet Aluinlnum.
Figure 2. (b) The Imil-Pulling Machine
as it was Used to Test Corru
gated Sheet Aluminum.
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5 poimds, the reading below 5 pounda being ascertained by eye
Jud^ent* The calibration was carried out with lead weights
of ten povmd and twenty pound units*
Selection of Nails
In the selection of nails» four variables were con
sidered. These variables and the reasons for their selection
are as follows.
1. Material of the nail: steel versus aluminum. There
are advantages and disadvantages in each of these materials
for the nail. In general, steel nails are comparatively
stronger, easier to work with In that they do not bend while
driving in and their heads remain intact if extracted from
woody and they are cheaper by weight. However there is gal
vanic action between steel and aluminum, and, even If sine
coated, steel nails are less weather resistant than aluminum
nails. Aluminum nails are comparatively light, have better
resistance to weather and, being the sarne material, do not
have any galvanic action with aluminum sheets. The need for
further comparison of the two materials on the basis of rup
ture resistance of sheet aluminum was indicated by previous
studies.
2. Shank type; ring versus screw* In earlier studies
with roofing nails, these two shank types were compared on
the bases of withdrawal resistance, splitting qualities, and
-20-
resistance to creep* An incomplete study to compare them on
the basis of rupture resistance of sheet alumlnixm has been
conducted by Kunze (13)« vho Indicated the need to collect
further data in this respect.
3. Hall point: diamond versus conical. Kunse (13) la
the course of his study indirectly came to the conclusion
that conical points were superior to diamond points on the
basis of rupture resistance of sheet aliiminum* However^ his
conclusion was not based on any statistically reliable data.
So he made the suggestion that this aspe ct of the nail be
investigatedy a suggestion which was followed by the author.
1^. Type of washers to be used with roofing nails:
neoprene flat versus wedge shaped. Recent studies of roofing
nails have made It clear that washers of roofing nails have
properties In addition to those of sealing the nail holes.
Several different types of washers have made their appearance
on the market* Thus it became Important that the farmer be
given some p^uldance in the selection of washers, with this
object in mind It was decided to compare two common types of
roofing nail washers.
These four variables gave a combination of sixteen
xiails. These nails are shown in Figure 1. Further details
and descriptions of these nails are given in Table 1.
It was attempted to eliminate from each nail tested all
the variables other than those listed above. Thus the slse
-21-
Table !•
Description of Nails Used for Kxperlment
Nail
No.
Code* Mate
rial
Point Shank Washer
Shank
dia.
in in.
Head dia.
used in exp.
in in.
1 ADRP Alum.^ Dmd.® Ring Plat O.lgO 0.350
2 ACRP M Con.^ n tt If tl
3 SDHP Steel Dnd.
ti H 0.160 M
k SCRP
n Con. n ft
II II
S ADSP Alum, Drod. Screw
fl 0.165 n
6 ACSP
tt
Con.
n If tt n
7 SDSP Steel Dmd.
tf n n M
8 SCSP If Con. fi ft If tl
9 ADRV Altim. Dmd. Ring Wedge 0.150 n
shaped
tt It
10 ACRW
N
Con.
tt n
11 SDRW Steel Dmd.
tt It 0.160 n
12 SCHW ti Con. m H It tl
13 ADSW Alum. l>nd. Screw
H 0.165 H
Ik ACSW n Con. M n fl If
15 SDSW Steel Dmd.
N H fl tt
16 SCSW ft Con. tl n II H
^ Key to Code;
1st letter
2nd letter
3rd letter
ii.th letter
^ Alum. « Aluminum,
® Dmd. = Diamond.
^ Con. » Conical.
Material: Aluminum, A; Steel, S.
Nail point: Diamond, D; Conical, C«
Shank type: Ring, H; Screw, S.
Washer: Plat, F; Wedge shaped, W.
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ot the nail head was turned down to 0.35^^ inch in each case.
Those nails having conical points had all the same shape and
dimensions of the point- The conical points were obtained
by taking diamond pointed nails and turning the point on the
lathe to a 30 degree eone texnlnatlng to a sharp point.
l^ere was an appreciable dirreranoe In shank diameters
between ring and screw shank nalla and a slight difference
in shank diameters between alisminum ring and steel ring shank
nails. The shank diameter can affect the rupture resistance
because it determines the size of the original nail hole,
Which in turn Influences the area of the aluminum sheet under
the nail head exposed to the load. The difference In shank
diameters can confotmd the comparisons between ring shank
nails and screw shank nails and also those between aluminum
and steel nails. However, this may not be particularly
seriousf because the diameter of the nail goes with the make
of the nail In ordinary roofing nails* In other words the
diameter of the nail may be coxxsldered as a property of the
particular nail type, aluminum and steely or ring and screw,
as the case may be.
Selection of Roofing Sheets
Two different types of sheets, flat and corrugated, and
three different thicknesses were used for the experiment.
The choice of the sheets was limited by the size of the
-23-
•xperlment and the material supplied by the Alumln\»n C<Mnpany
of America. The three thicVnesses, 0»019 inch, O.OSi^. inch
and 0.032 Inch, were selected because they were the ones used
by Kunse (13), and uniforroity In experimental results was
desired. Originally Kunse made his choice on the basis of
the fact that these thicknesses are the most prevalent on the
market. The two types of sheets and three thicknesses gave
six different combinations of sheets for each nail tested.
Additional information regarding the sheets Is given In
Table 2.
Neoprena Washers Used In the Experiment
Two different kinds of neoprene washers were used In the
experiment, one gMy and wedge shaped, the other black and
flat. Kun«e (13) also used these two types of washers In his
experiment. There was some difficulty In obtaining the flat
neoprene washer as it was not very common on the market.
The grey wedge shaped neoprene washers wre taken from the
same supply used by Kunse a year ago. More recent makes of
such washers have carbon added to the material in order to
make tbei" more weather raaistant and maintain their qualities
for longer periods. The dl*metar and thickness of the flat
wasli^r were approximately O.SO And .115 Inch respectively^
and those of the wedge shaped washer were approximately 0.31|.
and 0.10 Inch respectively. (See Table 3*)
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Table 2.
Description of Aluminum Sheets
Type
of
sheet
Thick
ness
in in.
Size
of
corr.
Alloy
Yield
point
in psi
Ultimate
strength
in psi
Per cent
elonga
tion
Flat 0.019 Alclad XB16SP 35,000 37,000 2.5
II 0.02k.
11 n tt II
R 0.0J2 Alclad US-U16 n 40,000 S.o
Corru
gated 0.019 1.50" Alclad XB16SP H 37,000 2.5
n 0.021^ n ft N II N
n 0.032 1.67'* Alclad US-H16
H ko ,000 5.0
Table 3.
Description of Washers
Type Compound Diameter Thickness Color
Flat Neoprene 0.50 0.115 Black
Wedge shaped n 0.35 0.10 Grey
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Statistical Plazming
A completely randomised factorial design was the statis
tical plan used for the experiment. The experiment was set
up in consultation with the Statistics Department of the Iowa
State College. The plan of the experiment may be swnmarized
as follows.
It was desired to use;
2 types of aluminum sheets, flat corrugated;
3 thicknesses^ 0.019 inch, 0«02i4. inch and 0.032 inch;
2 loaterl&ls for nails, aluminm steel;
2 types of nail shanks, ring jn* screw;
2 types of nail points, diamond ts. conical;
2 types of washers, neoprene flat wedge shaped.
This results in a total of 96 treatanent combinations.
Using I4. replications and 3 nails In each replication, 12
nails are needed for each treatment ccraiblnatlon. Therefore,
the total number of nails to be tested was 12 x 96 » 1152.
Slightly different methods of randomisation were used
for flat and corrugated sheets. However, this did not con
found any results because the statistical plan was still the
same for both, jL« a completely randomised design.
-26.
Randomisation for flat aheeta
For each thlcknaaa, tha taat pleoaa %»ara mlxad among
themsalvaa, and wara than aaslgnad at random to four Imndlaa*
Th«8© bundles were designated by the numbers 1, 2, 3»
giving a total of 12 bundles. Test pieces for each of the
four replications were drawn from the corresponding bxindles.
^en, for each replication, the order of testing of the nails
was randomised# Again, for each of these nails, the order of
testing the thicknesses was randomized» It la to be noted
that the nails, themselves, represented random samples as
they were drawn in the flrat instance fron a large supply.
Table will further help, to explain the sohame of
randomisation.
Randomlgatlon for corrugated sheets
Table 5 shows the randomisation adopted in the case of
corrxigated sheets. The order of testing the nails was ran
domised within each thickness for every observation In each
replication. This difference In rand^lsatlon from the flat
sheets was necessitated by the difference In the test pieces
between the two types of sheets. In the case of flat sheets
the test pieces were squares, each taking one nail, while In
the case of the corrugated sheets the test pieces were four
feet long, each taking six nails. The differences In the two
oases will bo further clarified in the following section.
Obser
vations
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
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Table 1|..
Plan or Kandamizatlon
for Plat Sheet for One Replication (Hep* 1)
Nail Ntaiber
13 12 8
C* BO CAB ABC
Nail Number
10
BCA cba bag
Nail Number
ABC bag ACB
Nail Number
3U; 15
bag BCA ABC
(Continued on next page)
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Tabla li.. (Continued)
B^jserva-
tlona
1
2
3
1
2
3
B
C » 0.032 Inch aheet.
A « 0*019 inch sheet.
B • 0.024 Inch Bhaet.
Hall Niaaber
11
B
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Prooediire of Test
Once again, with the Idea o£ standardising the proce
dures to be used In all similar studies In the project, the
same procedure of test that was used by Kunse (13) in his
study was adopted. There was aase difference In the prooe*
dure adopted for flat sheets and corrugated sheets.
Flat sheets
Figure 2a shows the testing of a flat sheet. A two Inch
hole in the baseboard under the nail pulling machine was used
for all the sheets* This size of the hole was the largest
that could be used without the risk of buckling the sheets
when tested.
The 0.024 inch and 0.032 Inch test pieces were cut into
six Inoh s<tuares lAiile the 0.019 inch test pieces were cut
into seven inoh squares. The thinnest sheet was cut Into
the larger sise in order to further lnsiu?e them against any
buckling while being tested. This difference In size of the
test pieces is permissible because the load Is Independent of
the size of the test piece.
The specified test piece and the specified nail as given
by the randoralratlon plan were taken and the nail was driven
through the center of the test piece. Row the test piece was
inverted and centered under the baseboard of the nail pulling
-31-
naohino* The xuill was now inserted into the nail shank
holder of the machine and held firmly* Load was now applied
eleotrloally with a one-fourth horse power motor by pulling
the nail In an upward direction through the teat piece« whose
motion was restricted by the baseboard, ^e load was applied
at a slow constant rate until ruptia*e occurred. The maximum
load taken by the test piece as denoted by the attached
Boxirdon gage was observed. The same procedure was repeated
for every other flat test piece.
Corrugated sheets
Figure 2b shows the testing of a corrugated sheet, nie
test pieces were cut into strips of four feet long by 7*5
inches wide. Six specified nails In the order given by the
randomization were driven along the top of the central corru
gation, equal spaces separating one from the other. Now the
sheet was inverted and the first nail attached to the nail
shank holder of the nail pulling machine. This time the
baseboard under the nail pulling machine was removed. The
test piece was restricted from moving by the supports of the
nail pulling machine which were at a distance of eight inches
from each other. The load was applied as In the case of flat
sheets until rupture occurred and the maximum load as given
by the Bourdon gage noted. T>ie motor was then shut off and
the pulling mechanism lowered by means of the hand crank on
-32-
top of the raaehln*. PolXoving the ramoyal of the tested nall«
the next nail In order was attached to the nail shank holder
and the saaie procedure repeated.
The question of why the corrugated sheets were tested
differently from the flat sheets may now be raised. Prelimi
nary tests were made as in the former case, with the corru
gated sheets cut into the same size as flat sheets* But this
gave unsatisfactory results because the corrugations flat
tened out under load. On an actual roof under wind load no
flattening of the corrugations takes place because of the
large size of the roofing sheets. So it was Important to
prevent this flattening in the experiment. In order to do
this, the slse of the test piece had to be increased.
Various sites were tried and finally a sise of four feet long
and 7*5 Inches wide was adopted as the most convenient.
The rupture resistance is independent of the size of the
test piece or the spacing of the supports. This is because
the failure of the sheets is not due to bending but to com
bined bearing stresses and tensile stresses in tearing. Thus
the size of the test piece and the manner of its support are
unimportant as far as resistance to rupture is concerned.
Quantity of Materials Used
The total number of nails pulled through was as follower
-33-
3 nalla par thloknaaa
3 thioknesaea of material
2 types of aheeta in each thickneaa
16 different types of nalla
1|. replications
Total: 1156*
The amount of flat aheet aluminum which was used was
aa follows:
3 aheeta 28 Inches by 12 feet^ 0«019 Inch material
3 aheeta 28 Inchea by 12 feat, 0.024 Inch material
2 aheeta 1^2 Inchea by 12 feet, 0«032 inch material.
The amount of corrugated aheet aluminum which was used
in the experiment was as follows r
3 sheets 26 inches by 12 feet, 0*019 inch material
3 sheets 26 inches by 12 feet, 0*024 inch material
2 sheets 35 Inchea by 12 feet, 0.032 Inch material*
All of the above material was not neceasarily uaed alnce
a complete aheet had to be aecured if any portion of it was
to be used* Some additional material had to be used for
running a few preliminary tests*
The amount of roofing waahers used in the experiment was
aa follows:
57^ neoprene flat waahers
578 neoprene wedge ahaped waahers
Total: 1156 waahera.
Some more waahers were uaed for running the preliminary
teats *
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DISCUSdlON
Limitations of Tests
1. The rupture resistance of any test piece with a
specified nail was found by applying a steadily increasing
load and noting the instantaneous maximum load when rupture
occurred* There was no attempt to take into consideration
the effects of vibration and of repeated loads. Both vibra
tion and repeated loads can have very significant effects
upon the rupture resistance of sheet aluminum. On an actual
roof under load (wind load), vibrations In the roofing sheets
are set up by the combination of opposing forces of negative
pressure due to wind and the restoring force due to the
fastener. Again, in nature. It is never a steadily in
creasing load that is applied to a roofing sheet* Whenever
there is a breese a load la applied to the sheet and at any
one spot a breeee is never steady or continuous* The result
is the application of varying loads, and aluminum, like most
other metals, can fall at a much lower stress than the maxi
mum rupture strength under such an application of repeated
loads. The same argwent applies to nail heads as well,
which are also subjected to the same load as the roofing
sheet* It is quite possible that nails tested might have
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ylelded different results If the effects of vibration and
repeated loads were taken into account*
2* Although the calibration of the Botirdon gage did not
show any error greater than 2 per cent for lover values and
practloaXly no error for values higher than 100 poxmds* it
is not Justifiable» in the opinion of the author, to assume
that the measurements are accurate up to any amount less than
five pounds* One of the reasons for this is that the lowest
graduation on the Bourdon gage is only five pounds* Secondly,
the Instantaneous maximum load was interpolated within five
pounds by eye judgment only, something which is not abso
lutely reliable* A maxiznum load indicator needle was tried
to overecnae this difficulty, but it did not function satis
factorily and so had to be discarded* A third reason is that
an error in centering of the nail and test piece nay cause an
erroneous reading of pressure on the gage. Ordinarily under
conditions of the experiment this error is within two poimds,
but it may be considerably more if the centering is very
poor* Thus the author believes that the results of t^ie
experiment are valid only within $ pounds of the mean values
reported* So any difference in the performance of nails
%diioh is not moire than 5 potinds must be considered as
nonsignifioant *
3* As has been pointed out earlier, there are differ
ences in the nail diameters:
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a. between ring shank and screw shank nails, and
b« between aluminum ring shank nails and steel ring
shank nails.
The shank diameter will definitely Influence the ruptixre
resistance because It determines the size of the original
nail hole and the area of sheet under the nail head exposed
to the load. The difference in diameter will thus make It
impossible to give a true comparison between ring and screw
shank types. Similarly It Is difficult to get a true com
parison between aluminum and steel ring shank nails. However
the procedure adopted In the experiment Is still Justifiable
on the ground that the particular site of diameter Is a
property of the type of shank or the msterlal out of whloh
the nail Is msmufactured.
ij.. The mean value of the maximum resistance to rupture
obtained for each nail In each type of sheet Is unreliable as
a design load. There are several reasons for this. First of
all, as referred to earlier, no consideration has been given
to effects of vibration or repeated loads In the mea8iu*ement
of rupture resistance. Secondly, the mean value Is the mean
of the maximum resistance obtained In several observations,
while In actual practice, the minimum value among the obser
vations would be more Important. Thirdly, the nail heads
have been reduced In diameter for the purpose of the experi
ment, thereby Influencing the maximum load. This latter
-37-
•rroPy howerer^ Is on tho posltlvs aido. Thus the nean
values obtained for the different nails with each sheet are
Justifiable for comparisons rather than estimates of design
load.
Rupture Patterns
The rupture patterns, resulting from two aluminum ring
shank nails with flat washers p one with a diamond point and
the other with a conical point, and two steel screw shank
nails with wedge shaped washers, one with a diamond point and
the other with a conical point, are shown in Figures 3
through 6, respectively* The nails before and after the teat
along with the particular thickness of the sheet tested are
also shown In the figures. These combinations of nails
were chosen to Include both washers, both metals, one shank
type and both nail points used In the experiment* Ktanse
(13, p- ^1) advanced the theory that, in general, the four
cornered rupture patterns would be associated with a diamond
point and a three cornex>ed pattern with a conical point*
The author could not find any evidence during his study to
substantiate this hypothesis* The rupture patterns
obtained, as well as Figures 3 through 6 tell a different
story* The particular type of pattern developed seems to be
independent of the nail point or any other nail variable
under study*
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0.019 Inch Flat Aluminurr. Sheet
0.02i4. Inch Flat AlumlniAm Sheet
0.032 Inch Flat Aluminum Sheet
Figure 3. Rupture Patterns in Flat Sheet
Aluminum with Nail 1 (Aluminum, Diamond
Pointed, Ring Shank with Flat Washer.)
Nail Before and After Test at Left and
Kight Respectively.
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0.019 Inch Flat Aluminvun Sheet
0»02[j. Inch Flat Aluminum Sheet
/ /
0,032 Inch Flat Aluminum Sheet
Figure if.. Rupture Patterns in Flat Aluminmn
Sheet with Nail 2 (Aluminvim, Conical
Pointed, Ring Shank with Flat Washer).
Nail Before and After Test at Left and
Fight, Respectively.
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0.019 Inch Flat Aluminum Sheet
0.02i4. Inch ^lat A.luminum Sheet
0.032 Inch Flat Aluminum Sheet
Figure 5. Rupture Patterns in Flat Aluminum
Sheets with Nail 11 (Steel, Diamond Pointed
Ring Shank with Wedge' Shaped Washer), Nail
Before and After Test at Left and Right,
Respectively.
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0.019 Inch Flat Aluminum Sheet
0.02i4. Inch Plat Aluminum Sheet
0.032 Inch Flat Aluminum Sheet
Figure 6. Rupture Patterns in Flat Aluminum
Sheets with Nail 12 (Steel, Conical
Pointed, Ring Shank with Wedge Shaped
Washer) . Nail Before and After Test at
Left and Right, Respectively.
B
f
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The rupttire patterna, however, aeem to show some ten
dency to vary where thickness Is concerned. It was noted
that the three cornered rupture pattern was most oonmon
among the 0,032 inch aluminum sheets* In the 0.019 Inch and
0.02U Inch flat aluminum the four cornered rupture pattern
ran slightly more than the throe cornered one. In all the
thicknesses of corrugated aluminum sheets, the three cornered
rupture pattern predoninated. In a few cases of 0.019 inch
flat al\minum sheets, the rupture patterns were five and six
sided. The author Is unable to give any reasons for the
development of any particular type of rupture pattern.
Although it is difficult to explain the rvpture pat
terns, it seems there is some relationship between the rup
ture pattern and the maximum rupture strength. It was ob
served during the investigation that, in general, *dien the
ruptxire pattern was three cornered the i\ipture strength
tended to be more. Again, the author Is unable to explain
this phenomenon.
Comparison of Plat and Corrugated Sheets
Figure 7 shows a chart that compares the flat and corru
gated aluminiaa sheets. The figure gives a very true ccnapari-
son, because the comparison is based solely upon the two
types of sheets, all the other variables being held constant.
For example, the first set of two bars in the chart gives the
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NAIL
FI0.7, COMPARATIVE RUPTURE
ALUMINUM SHEETS.
0.019" THICKNESS
II le 13 14 15 le
0.024" THICKNESS
0.032 THICKNESS
8 9 10
NUMBER
RESISTANCE
FLAT SHEETS
CORRUGATED
OF FLAT AND CORRUGATED
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relative valuea of rupt\ire reaistanee uaing the aane nail and
the aarae thiekneaa of aheet, but one of them flat and the
other eorrxigated. For every nail and for every thiekneaa the
flat aheet exhibited much zaore reaistanee to rupture than the
corrugated aheet. In the case of the 0.019 thickness the
excess of rupture reaistanee of flat over corrugated sheets
ranged from 19 pounds with nails 2 and 3 (aluminum, conical
pointedy ring shank with flat washer and steel, diamond
pointed, ring shank with flat washer respectivelyJ to 50
pounds with nail 14 (aluminuan, conical pointed, screw abank
with wedge ahaped washer). For the 0.024 ^neh thiekneaa, the
range was from 30 pounds with naila 1 and 6 (aluminum, dia
mond pointed, ring shank with flat washer and aluminum,
conioal pointed, screw ahank with flat washer respectively)
to 95 pounds with nail 14 (aluminum, conical pointed, screw
shank with wedge shaped washer). For the 0.032 inch thick
ness, the range was from 62 pounds with nail 6 (aluminum,
conical pointed, screw shank with flat washer) to 142 pounds
with nail 4 (steel, conical pointed, ring shank with flat
washer). On the average, the flat sheets were 33 per cent,
3Q per cent and 52 per cent superior to the corrugated sheets
in the 0.019 inoh, 0.024 inch and 0*032 inch thickneasea,
respectively.
Of all the six different aluminum sheets tested, the
0*032 inch flat one was the best for rupture resistance
-1^5-
qxialitles. The next In order was the 0.032 Inch corrugated,
the next the 0.02I4. Inch flat, the next the 0.019 Inch flat,
the next the 0*0214. Inch corrugated and the last the 0.0*9
Inch corrugated* The average values of rupture resistance,
considering all the observations^ for these nails were 301*0,
205*0, 17i|.*l^, 136*3, 122.1j. and 102*5 pounds, respectively.
It is remarkable that the 0*019 inch flat aluminum sheet was
superior to the 0*0214. inch corrugated sheet*
An analysis of variance for the experimental results
is given in Table 6* As may be expected, the estimate of
expected mean sq\iar« for the sheets is highly significant*
Comparison of Thicknesses, 0*0l9y 0*0214. 0*032 Inch
Figure 8 shows a comparison, on the basis of rupture
resistance, of the three thicknesses of sheets, 0*019, 0*0214.
and 0*032 inch, that were used for the experiment* As may be
expected, the rupture resistance Increases as the thickness
of the sheet increases* The high significance of thickness
In the analysis of variance (Table 6) bears out this fact*
In comparison of thicknesses, one is interested In the
amoimt of increase in rupture resistance as the thickness is
increased, and in how economleal the increase in strength is
considering the additional material used.
The amount of material in a given area of sheet Is pro
portional to its thickness* Thus the 0.02I4. inch thickness
-46-
Table 6.
Analysis of Varianos of Ruptura Resistance of
Six Different Aluzalnum Sheets
with 16 Different Roofing Nails
Source of variation
Degrees
of
freedom
Sum of
aqtiares
Mean
8<luares
Sheets 1 1,081,363 1,081,368*
Thickness Z 3.563,332 1,781,666^
Sheets X thickness 2 256 M<> 128,223*
Nails^ 15 1,094.690 72,979*
Sheets X nails 15 21,016 1,401*
Thickness x nails 30 73,332 2,444*
Sheets X thickness x nails 30 17,302 577
Error 1056 427,545 405
^ Significant at the 1 per cent level.
^ Th© breakdown of nails (using the same headings as
In the table) is as follows:
Nails
Washers
Point
Material
Shank
Interactions
1
1
1
1
11
98k,789
28,13i+
10,774
5,981
65,012
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CORRUOATeO ALUMINUM SHEETS
FLAT ALUMINUM SHEETS
.019" THICKNESS
.024"THICKNESS
.032" THICKNESS
7 8 9 10
NAIL NUMBER
8. COMPARISON OF .019, .024 AND .032 INCHES.
flheat h&a 26.3 par oant nora matarlal In It than 0.019 Ineh
thiok ahaat, and tha 0.032 inoh thick ahaat liaa 68.5 par cant
and 33 *3 P®** cant more material In It than the 0*019 Inch and
the 0.0214. Inch thlcknessaa, respectively. Aa the thickness
of the flat aheet is increased from 0.019 inch to 0.02ii. inoh
and 0.032 inoh, the rupture raslatanoe, on the average, in
creases by 27.5 and 121.0 per cent, reapectively. As the
thickness is inoreased Trora 0*024 inch to 0.032 inch the rup*
ture resistance, on the average, Increases by 73»5> cant.
As the thickness of sheet changes from 0.019 laeh to 0«021|.,
the range of increase in rupture resistance is from Id pounds
with nail 1 (aluminum, diamond pointed, ring shank vith flat
washer) to 72 pounds with nail 2 (aluminun, conical pointed,
rin;; ahank with flat washer). As the thickness of sheet
changes from O.OI9 inch to 0.032 inch the range of increase
in rupture resistance is Tram 126 pounds with nail 6 (alumi
num, conical pointed, screw shank with flat washer) to 207
pounds with nail 2 (aluminum, conical pointed, ring shank,
with flat washer). As the thickness changes frcn 0.021^ inch
to 0.032 inch the range of increase in rupture resistance Is
frcn 91 pounds with nail 6 (aluminum, conical, screw shank
with flat washer; to 162 pounds with nail k (steel, conical
pointed, ring shank with flat washer)«
In the case of corrugated sheets, as Uie thickness is
inoreased from O.OI9 inch to 0.02^ and 0.032 inch, on the
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average« the rupture reslstanoe la Increased by 23*5 P®^ cent
and 9i|. per cent respectively. As the tlilokness incx*easea
from 0,0214. inch to 0.032 inch, the rupture resistance Is in
creased by 57 psr cent. The range of increase In rupture
resistance as the thickness increases from 0.019 Inch to 0.021|.
Inch la from 12 potinds with nail 3 (steel, diamond pointed,
ring shank with flat washer) and nail 16 (steel, conical
pointed, screw shank with wedge shaped washer) to 39 pounds
with nail 6 (aluminum,conical pointed, screw shank with flat
washer)* The reoige as the thickness increases from 0.019
inch to 0.032 inch is from 60 pounds with nail 5 (aluminum,
diamond pointed, screw shank with flat washer) to 120 pounds
with nail li). (aluminum, conical pointed, screw shank with
wedge shaped washer) and that as the thickness increases
from U.024 inch to 0.032 Is 43 pounds with nail 7 (steel,
diamond pointed, screw shank with flat washer) to 100 pounds
with nail II4. (aluminum, conical pointed, screw shank with
wedge shaped washer).
If the values obtained with flat sheets and corrugated
sheets are e<»nblned, then, on the average, as the thickness
of the sheet increases frcmi 0.019 inch to 0.02U Inch and
0.032 inch, the rupture reslstanoe Is Increased by 2S»$ per
cent and 109 per cent respectively. As the thickness is
Increased from 0.02i|. inch to 0.032 inch, the rupture resis
tance is Increased by 66*5 cent.
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Comparlaon of Materials, Alunlniun and Staal
Plgura 9 ahows a ehart eonparlng the aatarlal of tha
nail, aluBlnum and ataal, on tha baaia of ruptura raalatanoa
of ahaat aluminum. In a faw eaaaa aluminum nalla appaar to
ba auparlor, %^ila In a fav othar oases steel nails appear to
be superior. This indleatea tiiat for the conditions of the
experiment there Is no slgnlfleant difference between the
steel and aluminum nalla on the basis of rupture resistance.
If the total rupture load for all the aluminum nails are
added up and eonpared vlth that for all the steel nails. It
Is found that aluminum nails are superior to ateel nails by
2 par eant and $ par oant for flat and corrugated sheata,
raapaetlvaly. These Taluaa of 2 per oant and $ per cant
ahould not be considered as showing aluminum nails signifi
cantly auperlor to steel nails.
In testing a nail, failure could occur either by rupture
of the sheet or by failure of the nail head or bj a ccmbina-
tlon of both. Figure 10 la a picture of repx»eaentative
failures of nails Mhlch haye been pulled throvigh 0.032 Inoh
flat aluminum sheets. The heada of alumlnun nails are almost
Invariably damaged, ^lle tho90 of steel nails are practical
ly intact. This shows that the aluminum nails coxild not
have vlthatood any more load than that to i^lcb they were
subjected in the experinent, while the steel nails could have
at
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Nail Code
ATiFF -\CPP SDBF SCRF ADSF ACSF SrSP SCSF
f T
i
8
f
1 k
ADHW ACPV7 SCRW SGRF
r y
ADSW ACSV/ SDSW SCSW
10
Key to code;
l3t letter
2nd letter
3rd letter
Ij.th letter
f
11 12 13 lU
I
t
15 16
Material of nail: Aluminum, A; Steel, S.
Nail point: Diamond, D; Conical, C»
Shank type: Ring, R; Screw, S.
Washer: Flat, F; Wedge shaped, W,
Figure 10, Representative Failures of Nails which have
been Pulled Through 0.032 Inch Flat Aluminum Sheets.
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tak«n raor® load. This la a vary important point because the
potential ability of steel nail heads to withstand more load
has been impaired by reducing their slse, which was done for
the purposes of the experiment. On the other hand. In tlie
case of alximlnum nails the reduction of head sise had little
effect on their capacity to withstand any load> This point
is further substantiated by the fact that altho\agh aluminum
nails show a small percentage of superiority when all the
nails are considered, they are slightly inferior when only
0.032 Inch flat sheets are considered. The O.O32 inch flat
sheets are the ones that took the maximum rupture load among
all the sheets tested. Tham it Is ^ite probable that If the
nails were tested as they are sold In the market, which Is
really more important for the famer, steel nails might have
shown better qualities for rupture resistance.
In general, people who work with nails prefer steel
nails to aluminiom nails because of the tendency of the latter
to bend while being driven in and the chance of their heads
being sheared off while being extracted. The results of the
present study show that as far as rupture resistance is con
cerned there is practically no difference between alunlnun
and steel nails. The probability that steel nails might
have taken comparatively higher loads, If the original head
slse were retained, should also be recognised at the same
time* Incidentally, It is interesting to compare the
'5k'
different shanks of the nails In Figixre 10. Shanks of alumi
num nails are all bent at the place of support, while the
shanks of steel nails remain unaffected by the load. In the
light of this discussion the author would state his prefer
ence for steel nails over aluminum nails and recommend the
use of the former.
Comparison of Hail Points« Diamond and Conical
Figure 11 is a chart showing a true comparison of dia
mond and conical points. For the flat and corrugated alumi-
rnxji sheets f the conical point, on the average respectively
runs about 6.5 and $ per cent superior to the diamond point.
For the 0.019 inch and 0.032 inch flat plates, the conical
point is superior for all nails except nails 11 and 15
(steel, diamond pointed, ring shank with wedge shaped washer,
and steel, dieunond pointed, screw shank with wedge shaped
washer, respectively); and for 0.032 inch flat plates, the
conical point is superior for all nails except nail 15* In
the case of corrugated sheets the results are even less \mi-
form. For 0.019 inch thick corrugated sheets five conical
pointed and three diamond pointed are relatively superior;
for 0*0214. inch thickness the number is three for conical
pointed and five for diamond pointed; and for 0.032 inch
thickness it is six for conical and two for diamond. Taking
the experiment as a whole, conical points seem to show a
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slight tendency of superiority over diamond points. However,
this tendency Is not too well defined* It needs additional
verification and more investigation to state conclusively
that the conical point is superior to the diamond point.
Kunse (13» P* 89) in his study of diamond and conical
points noted some definite tendency for the conical points to
be the better of the two* He explained the matter on the
basis that the initial nail hole made by a conical point was
superior to that made by a diamond point and hence Insured a
better value of rupture resistance. The initial hole made
by a conical point was round, while that made by a diamond
point was four cornered. The final xmpture pattern, accor
ding to him, was more or less detemlned by the initial hole,
this, in the case of the diamond point, being along the
four comers It made originally* The author, however, was
unable to relate diamond or conical points to any particular
type of rupture pattern* Iiike Kunse, he also made lines on
the test piece coinciding with the four corners of a diamond
point when making the initial hole* The resulting rupture
pattern did not show any tendency to be along those lines*
This was surprising because It was in direct conflict to i^iat
Kunze got in his experiment* He stated (p. 59, 60) that the
rupture pattern almost invariably followed the lines as pre
dicted. It seemed to the author that the shape of the
initial hole is detennlned more by the shank than by the
-57-
polntf because the ahank has the larger sl»e and the last
contact with the Initial nail hole.
Plgtire 12 shows a photograph of the initial nail holes
made by all the sixteen nails used for the experiaent. Each
nail hole made by one particular type of nail point is dupli
cated because the washer, as a variable, cannot possibly
affect the initial hole. As an example, the holes made by
nails 1 and 9 are duplicates because the only difference be
tween the nails is that one is used with a flat washer and
the other with a wedge shaped washer. The photograph also
shows that there is practieally no difference in the Initial
holes made by the nails. It must be noted that the nail
holes are made by driving the nails through the aluminum
sheet without any backing of wood. In actiial practice, the
restraining effect of the deck below the roofing sheet
would further tend to make the initial nail holes uniform.
Cttnparison of Shank Types, Ring and Screw
Figure 13 gives a chart that compares the ring and
screw shank nails on the basis of rupture resistance of sheet
alumlnisn. There Is no significant difference between shank
types as far as rupture resistance Is concerned. For the
flat sheets the rupture resistance with ring shank nails is
more than that of screw shank nails by 3 P®** cent. Pour ring
shank nails and four screw shank nails are foxmd to be
1Figure 12. Pbotofrraph of Initial Nail Holes Made by the 16
Nails TJsed in the Experiment. Nail Holes are Arranged
According: to Nail Nimber from Nail 1 at Top Left Corner
to Nail 16 at Bottom Right Corner.
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relfttivaly superior, ^e average 3 per cent auporlority of
the ring shank nails Is contributed mostly by nail 2 (aluml-
nun, conical pointed, ping shank with flat %nisher), which
also happens to be the best nail tested. So the 3 cent
superiority of the ring shank nails over the screw shank
nails with flat aluminum sheets should not be considered as
significant.
In the case of corrugated aluminum sheets, the i*upture
resistance with ring shank nails is only 1 per cent more
than that with screw shank nails. Five ring shank nails and
3 soz*ew shank nails are found to be relatively superior. It
has been indicated earlier that the greater diameter of screw
shank nails would adversely influence the nails in the amount
of load they can take. This disadvantage may be the reason
for tha slight superiority of tho ring shank nails over the
screw shank nails as given by the experimental results.
However, even disregarding this difference In shank diameters,
the difference In the nails in respect to shank type is
insignificant.
The theory was advanced by Kunse (13) that a screw shank
nail would tend to Impart a multi-cornered original nail hole
to the sheets and that this would result in a multi-cornered
rupture pattern* In the present study, a few five cornered
and six cornered ruptuz*e patterns for 0.019 inch thickness
aluminum sheets with both ring shaink and screw shank nails
-61-
wer« obtained. The nximber of such patterns oonpared to three
cornered and four cornered failures was very few* Further,
since such ruptxire patterns were obtained with both ring and
screw shank nails, any positive statement of tendency, on the
basis of the present study, is unjustifiable.
Comparison of Washers, Neoprene Flat and Wedge Shaped
Figure Is a chart that shows a comparison between
neoprene flat and wedge shaped washers* For every nail and
every thickness, the flat washer Is superior to the wedge
shaped one. As may be expected, in the analysis of variance
table (Table 6) the washers show very high significance. For
flat sheets. In 0.019, 0.024 and 0.032 inch thicknesses, the
flat washer Is superior to the wedge shaped washer by 53.0,
42.2 and 20.1 per cent, respectively. For 0.019 inch thick
ness the range of superiority of flat washers over wedge
shaped ones is from 44 pounds with nail 5 (aluminum, diamond
pointed, screw shank with flat washer) to 66 pounds with
nails 4 8 (steel, conical pointed, ring shank with flat
washer and steel, conical pointed, scz^w shank with flat
washer, respectively). For 0.024 Inch thickness the range Is
from 35 pounds with nail 1 (aluminum, diamond pointed, ring
shank with flat washer) to 80 pounds with nail 2(aluminura,
conical pointed, ring shank with flat washer). For 0.032
inch thickness it is 12 pounds with nail 6 (aluminum, conical
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pointed, screw shank with flat washer) to 10i|. poiinda with
nail 4 (steelI oonloal pointed, ring shank with flat washer).
In the ease of corrugated sheets» for 0.019» O.OSl^. &nd
0,032 inch thicknessesy the flat washer is superior to the
wedge shaped washer by 102.1f 7^*3 and 22.1 per cent,
respectively. For 0.019 inch thickness the range of superi*
orlty of flat washers over wedge shaped washers Is from $6
pounds with nail 8 (steel, conical pointed, ring shank with
flat washer)* For 0.024 inch thickness It is Sk- pounds with
nail 5 (aluminum, diamond pointed, screw shank with flat
washer) to 108 pounds with nail 2, For 0.032 Inch thickness
It is from 19 poiands with nail 5 to 71 pounds with nail 2.
For both the flat sheets and corrugated sheets, the
percentage of increase in rupture resistance when the washer
Is changed from wedge shaped to flat is greatest %rlth 0.019
inch thickness, then with 0.021|. inch thickness and the least
with 0.032 inch thickness. The important point that is made
by this fact is that the weaker the aluminum sheet to rupture
resistance, the greater the advantage in using a flat washer
in preference to a wedge shaped one. This rule holds good
even when the flat and corrugated sheets are considered
together, as illustrated by Table 7* In this table the six
different sheets used for the experiment are arranged accord
ing to their mean rupture resistance In ascending order.
The corresponding percentage superiority of flat washers over
Table 7.
Relation between Per Cent Superiority of
Flat Washera and Hupture Uoaistance of
Aluminum Sheets*
1 •IBIHIIM 1 • II
Ave. value
Thick Ave. value for wedge Per Cent
Ho. Type of ness of for flat shaped superiority
sheet sheet washers washers of flat
(in.) (lbs.) (lbs.) washers
1 Corxnigated 0.019 137.0 67.9 102.1
2 Corriigated O.O2I4. 160.5 92.0
3 Plat 0.019 16l4..d 107.8 53.2
U Flat 0.021^ 20U.0 U3.2 kz.z
5 Corrugated 0.032 218.0 177.0 22.1
6 Plat 0.032 328.0 27U.0 20.0
* Aluminvttn sheets arranged in order according to
rupture resistance*
wedge shaped ones Is in the reverse order* The Inverse
relationship between the rupture resistance and the advantage
In using a flat washer follows a remarkably unlfozvi pattern.
This rule is Important because In actual practice the
danger of wind damage to sheet aluminum roofing is greatest
when its resistance to rupture Is least* Thus in order to
guard against wind damage to sheet altominum roofing, that
having the least resistance to rupture must be Improved*
This is precisely what Is done by a good washer.
The present experlnent conclusively proves the great
influence that washers have on the rupture resistance of
sheet alxanlnum. The flat washer used In the experiment Is by
no means the best washer that could be made* There are pos*
sibllities of improving the quality of this washer several
times over* When it is considered that the cost of washers
in a sheet roofing is comparatively negligible, and yet the
washers can contribute greatly towards the rupture resis
tance, the great need for Improving the <taallty of the washer
becomes quite obvious. The author believes that it may be
possible to develop a washer that will Insure even the thin
nest sheet alioninum now being used for roofing against any
wind damage. It must be mentioned in this connection that
some excellent types of washers have come on the market
recently and that they are very much superior to the washers
used in the experiment*
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ComparlBon of tho Nalla Used for tbo Blxperlment
Table 8 In the Appendix gives all the original data and
the average matimam rupture resistance of each nail with each
thickness and each type of aliminum sheet. The table also
gives the grand total of rupture load for flat and cox*rugated
sheets with each nail. For flat sheets» the order of the
nails according to rupture resistance is;^
10,lij.,13,9#l5fll»12 and 16, For corrugated sheets the order
is 2,6,3 *^4-»7 #1 #5,8 ,14 #9,10,13,15 #16 ,11 and 12. Excepting
nail 2, which also happens to be the best nail, the order of
superiority is different for flat and corriigated sheets*
l^ie best nail for both flat and corrugated sheets is
nail number 2 (aluminum, eonleal pointed, ring shank with
flat washer). This nail has the greatest average rupture
resistance in each thickness also. For flat sheets, the
average maxinum ruptxire raslstances with this nail for 0.019,
0.0214. and 0.032 inch thicknesses are 171 > 2l|3 And 37^ pounds
respectively* For corrugated sheets with the same nail it
is 152, 186 and 2I4.9 pounds respectively. The nail showing
the least rupture resistance for flat sheets is nail 16
(steel, conical pointed, screw shank with wedge shaped
washer), and that for corrugated sheets is nail 12 (steel.
^ For explanation of nail numbers, refer to Table 1 on
page 21.
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conlcal pointed, ring shank with wedge shaped washer). For
flat sheets the average maxlmura rupture resistances with nail
16 for 0.019, 0,024 0.032 inch thicknesses are 99, 137
and 265 pounds, respectively. For corrugated sheets with
nail 12 they are 59, 87 ^Lnd 175 pounds, respectively.
Suggestions for Further Study
1. So far in the study of rupture resistance, no con
sideration has been given to the effects of vibration and
repeated load. It seems to the author that the effects of
vibration and repeated load are very Important and hence
should be investigated.
2. A study should be set up in order to develop the
best type of washer for roofing nails* The properties that
a roofing washer should have in order to increase the rupture
resistance of sheet roofing are;
a. large bearing area;
b. elastic properties that will impart a cushioning
effect between the sheet roofing and the nail head. This is
Important In overcoming the effects of vibration;
o. strength.
The above analysis of the properties of a washer would Indi
cate one with a large diameter and made of a material, oueh
as neoprene, with strong metallic backing. It may be possible
to arrive at a rational relationship between these <lualities
-6Q-
of thm waaher and tha zniptura reaiatanoaf and henea davalop
tha beat waahar that oould be \iaad with ahaat roofing •
3. Kxperlinenta should be aet up to determine an aatl-
raate of the mean rupture loads that different nalla would
carry when used with different thicknesses of sheet metal
roofing. It would be necessary to consider only those nails
which have proved to be the best in the several studies that
have been conducted so far. These mean values can then be
used as design loads for determining the number of nails to
be tiaed for a particular type of sheet roofing.
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SUMMARY
1* After a thoroiigh review of the work done so far
under Project 10X1 of the Iowa Agricultural Kxperiment
Station ("The Utlllxatlon of Aluminum and Aluminum Produota
in Farm Bulldlnga and Equipment**), It was decided to con
tinue the Investigation of sheet aluminum roofing and
roofing nails.
2. A review of literature of related material was made.
3. The variables for the study were selected on the
basis of order of Importance. These variables were:
a. two types of aluminum sheets, flat and corrugated;
b* three thicknesses of aluminum sheetsf 0*019# 0.021(.
and 0*032 inch;
o« two materials for nails, aluminum and steel;
d. two types of nail shanks, ring and screw;
e. two types of nail points, diamond and conical; and
f. two types of roofing washers, neoprene flat and
wedge shaped.
The problem was to cc»npare the relative merits of these
variables on the basis of maximum rupture resistance of sheet
aluminum*
14.* It was attempted to eliminate all the variables
other than those mentioned above* The size of the nail head
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in oaoh case was turned down to 0*35 inch. A conical point
was obtained by ttiming a diamond point on the lathe to a 30
degree cone coming to a sharp point.
5* The experiment was set vtp in eonsultatlon with the
Statistics Department of the Iowa State College, the one
adopted being called a completely randomized factorial design^
There were 96 treatment combinations, four replications and
three observations in each replication* Thus the total n\am-
ber of nails to be tested was 1152«
6. Test pieces out of selected aluminum sheets were
obtained by cutting the 0.019 inch thick flat sheet into 7
inch squares y the 0.021^ and the 0.032 inch thicknesses of
flat sheets into 6 inch squares, and all the corrugated
sheets into pieces 1; feet long by seven and one-half Inches
wide.
7* All the treatment combinations were completely ran
domized according to the advice given the author by the
Statistics Department.
8. The nail pulling machine that was being used in the
project was selected as the equipment for determining the
rupture resistance of sheet aluminum. The machine pulled the
nail through the test piece and at the same time indicated
the load required to do It.
9* The nail pulling machine was calibrated before the
investigation was started.
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10. The investigation was made and all the necessary
data oolleoted*
11. A statistical analysis of the experlnental data was
made In oonstiltatlon with the Statistics Department* The
results were further analyzed by other means, also.
12m The attempt was made during the analysis to con
sider the results togather with those obtained in previous
studies.
13. The results were discussed and appropriate con
clusions were drawn from them.
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CCMCLUSZONS
1. For the given thioknesses of 0.019« 0«02i4. and 0.032
Inoh, and given alloy and temper, the flat aluminum sheets
are superior to the corrugated ones on the basis of ruptiire
resistance (p. ifif.) •
2. For thioknesses of 0«019« 0.021|.y 0.032 inch, the
flat alurainm sheets» on the average, take 33^ 33 and $2 pep
cent respectively more maximum rupture load than corrugated
aluminum sheets (p. l^)•
3* Out of the six aliiminum sheets tested, the best one
for rupture resistance qualities is the 0.032 Inch flat
sheet, then the 0.032 Inch corrugated, next the 0.021|. Inch
flat, next the 0.019 inch flat, next the 0*024 Inch corru
gated and lastly the 0.019 Inch corrugated (p. 44) •
As the thickziess is increased the rupture ^resistance
of both flat and corrugated sheet aluminum is increased
(P* U5)*
5« For flat shaets as the thickness is increased from
0.019 to 0.024 ttnd 0.032 inch, the rupture resistance, on the
average, is Increased by 27.S and 121.0 per cent, respec
tively. As the thickness is Increased from 0.024 to 0.032
inch the rupture resistance is increased by 73.5 cent
(p. 4^)•
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6* For oorx*ugated sheets as the thickness is Increased
from 0.019 to 0.02ii. and 0.032 inch, the rupture resistance,
on the average, la inereaaed by 23*^ and 94*0 cent,
reapeotlTely* As the thickness Is Increased from 0*0214. to
0.032 Inch the rupture resistance is inoi*eased by 57 P«r
cent (p* 14.8)*
7« The z*upture resistance of sheet aluminum, for the
conditions of the present study, Is Independent of the mate
rial, steel or aluminum, out of which the nail is manufac*
tured (pp. *
6. The rupture resistance of sheet aluminum is Inde
pendent of the shape of the nail point, diamond or conical
(pp. 5i|-57).
9« The final rupture patterns of the aluminum sheets
are Independent of the nail point, diamond or conical (p.
10. The rupture resistance of sheet aluminum is inde
pendent of the type of shank of the nail, ring or screw
(pp. 57-61).
11. The washer used with a roofing nail exerts consid
erable influence on the maximum ruptut*e reslstEn ce of sheet
alumln\2m. Of the two washers tested, the neoprene flat
washer is superior to the wedge shaped washer for every nail
and eve-ry thickness and for both flat and corrugated aluminum
sheets (pp. 61-65)*
12. For flat aluminum sheets, in 0.019, 0*0214. and 0.032
'7k'
Inch thlckneaa«8, the flat waahar la auperlor to the wadga
ahapad ona In ruptura raalatanca of the aheet by 53*0, 4^.2
and 20*1 par oant, raapactlvaly (p. 61)•
13* For corrugated aluralnutn aheeta, in 0.019« O.OSii. and
0*032 inch thloknesaesy the flat waahar ia auperlor to the
wedge ahaped one In rupture reslatanoe of the aheet by 102.1,
7lf»8 and 22.1 per cent respectively (p. 63)*
lif. The weaker the aheet aluminum to rupture reaiatance,
the greater ia the advantage in uaing a flat washer In pre
ference to a wedge shaped washer (p* 63)-
15* Of all the naila tested, nail number 2 (alxsainum,
oonioal pointed, ring ahank with flat naoprene waahar) ia the
beat on the baaia of ruptura reaiatanoa of ahaet aluminum*
For flat ahaata, the average maxiraitm rupture reaiatanca with
thia nail for 0«019» 0.0224. and 0.032 inoh thicknesses az*a
171, 243 and 378 pounds, reapectively• For corrugated
sheets, with the same nail it is 152, 136 and 249 pounds,
respectively (p. 66),
16. The nail showing the laaat ruptura reaiatanoa for
flat aheeta la nail number 16 (atael, oonioal pointed, aorew
ahank with wedge ahapad waahar) and that for corrugated
sheets is nail xiumber 12 (atael, oonioal pointed, ring ahank
with wedge shaped washer)« For flat sheets the average maxi
mum rupttire resistance with nail 16 for 0*019, 0,02i4. and
-75-
0*032 Ineh tbleknessos mre 99« 137 and 265 pounds, reapeo-
tlraly. For eorxnigated aheeta with nail 12 thay a2*a 59» d7
and 175 poimda^ raapeotively (p. 66).
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EFFFi-CT OF C-'TAr?? %Mt Cn»RACTf:H-r3TtCS OPOS RO?TimS
RE3I3TA'?CR OF W.ET A'
I» Points raised ct the final exaginatjon* (orals)
Non xinlf.T'lty of t<39t S;>eclKensi-
There are »if5e vrlat.ons between intilvldxial obcerva-
tlons with the sai&e null snd s^ae thickness of alualnu?. sheet*
In Bm» oases this variation Is as much as 33j(. The reasons
for this way be listed as
a* Variation In thickness of test s;>eolmens -lihoosh
they are cut out froa the same sheets &nd the sheets dravn
froa the specified thickness of material &3 s^upplled by the
manufacturer.
b« Variation In alloy teis .er of test 9,:>eclinaAS*
c. Inaccuracy of testing Instruments.
d« Errors In testing methods*
e« Variatlcsi bet^^een indlTldual wasters used vith the
nails. For a aall the variables are
1, Sail bead dla eter
2. Shank diameter
3« Shank type
hm Material of nail
5» i1«il point
6« Washer used with the nail.
ohen we use the same nail the same thickness
of sheet the first flvo items in the alrove list refflaln con
stant (These variations are strictly controllable). However
the variation between Individual washers is not controllable.
From the result of the experl&ent we ee that the washer
exerts considerable influence cm. the ruiture resistance. Hence
one of the reasoQs for this vide variation between individual
observations say veil be due to variation In individual washers*
f. The type of initial ruptiare - It Is quite conceivable
that the type of Initl&l rupture may exert considerable Influence
on the type of final rupture and final rupture resistance. How
ever this can bo investigated by making studies with test s ^ecl-
xens having drilled holes instead of :'unct^jred holes as used
in the ^resent ex-ierlinent. At another part of this report
refernce Is a'^de to & limited study done b/ ihe author along
these lines.
If out of the reasons listed above we disregard e and d
then sone fu ther light on the subject say be thrown by studying
the following*
1. Examine the thickness of the test specimens.
Elsewhere a discussion Is made of the result of such an exam
ination on the sieclmens tested In the ex erlments and selected
at random.
2. Sxsirine the composition of the test s reciniens.
2% Exam:ne the ^hysicsl characteristics of the
tes specinen like yield polnt| ultimate strengthy etc.
This examlnetlonyln addition, will be a check on the specifl*
cstlons supplied by the manufacturer.
hm Examine ohysical properties of the washer.
5« Carry out investigations with drilled holes aad
compare them with the data already obtained#
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Kvea If variations exlat between teat specloensf still
the conclusloas drawn In the thesis are justifiable* This is
becnuse com ilet© ran»3oflilzatlon was expectef®! In the experlnent
and l.ence there was c-mal chance for any one test speclnen to
be used In any one observation, rio tfm a:>iiroach awde In
st tlstlcal inter,,jretatlons arc still justified, nowevtfr the
lo d3 obtained are not so good as estimates in contrast to
coMparlsons* If estlmnites are desired these mlnlsuis values
obtained Ai&Qag all observ^itlons will be more justifiable
them average value*
B« Terminology used in the thesis.
&• "KuT^ture re-^lstanco*** The use of the tern "rupture"
seeas to be una tisfactory. Usually by ruoture It Is meant the
initial rupture-hole reside in the -jheet a» the nail Is driven
through. Even If the final failure .T t; e sheet as the nail
Is pulled through may be called ru,:tare, then there are two
ruptures. Thus the use of the tera "rupture" at best is
confusing. It Is reconnended to use "pulling through load"
instead of rupture resistance. It may further be aentloaed that
usually when the word "resistanee" is used in a technical
sense in books on strength of materials It refers to unit
stres:^ and not load. In the present instance the refer^ce
is very definitely *o load and not \uilt stress.
b. "Wed/te .^ha:>Qd" wsisher. The U3e of the expression
"wedge shaoed" is not ap)roprlate fcecrjuse the sha e of the
w^-sher Is not that of a wedge, ratiier it is that of a cone.
The word was derived from the fact that the behavior of
the washer when the nail is pulled is that of a wedge. The
us-^ge of the expression "conleal shaped" Instead of "wedge
shaped** is suggested.
C. 3tntl3tlc?^l Significgncet*
Th© following is primarily a discussion of th« polnta
raised by Prof. Jebe at the titre of orals .nnd s^ftorwards.
a. n?all head dlBtceters were roducpid?
The answer Is in order to kec dowa the si. e of
the experiment. By making the sl^e of aail he^.d the sam
one of the variables was eliminated and hence the aiae of
the experiment reduced to half.
b. A'vantages of not reducing nail head slaesi
1. It will afford a study of the effect of nail
head diameter on rupture resistance.
2. The stFitlsticial annlyais will still be r.ossible.
k regression analysis rsay yield even rational rolatlon^jhlp.
3« The tedious •nd time consuming work of turning
down the nail hend sine on the lathe will be eliminated.
W. An accurate estimate of the rupture resistance
characteristics of a particular nail with a given thickness
end material as we obtain the nail in the market may be aade.
Tlie load obtained this way may be used as a design load.
c. "Did tTJrnlna of heads to .effect cutting of
hend or :.Ti--!ter'l5l? .Answer - No.
322S.-2S23iSS
obtained.
Tn the thesis the author makes the observa'icm
that a difference in the saean vaue of less than 5 lbs. should
not be eonsldered significant. la the light of the discussion
ti^ie author had with Prof. Jebe, he feels that the statement
may be modified. There is no practical significance in
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any dlfferencd less than 5 The pdnts Involved In this
are as given below.
1« There are eqital chances for the error to be
positive or negative and hence when a nuabe^' of observations
ftre taken the error tends to cancel out.
2» Even if the/ do not cancel out still the error
is reduced aa the number of observations are increased. This
may be exolained by considering the reasons for variation
of individual oUserv<ations. (Speaking in general terns
is understood by statisticians) They are two:
(ft) Variation due to individuality of t^e
test specimens - say
(b) Variation due to ex ^erlmental error - say
Thus total variation is out of wjIch any error
in reading will be Include'l only in Again if the num
ber of observations is then when we consider the roe.-ns the
varlftl n is also divided by Hence evea if the observ'tions
are correct to only 5 lbs, the aeanvalues tflll be accurate
to a much lower figure. The limit of this figure is depend
ent entirely on the number of ob3ervi-tic>rf3.
• • The table of menns - The author Is sorry that
the shortage of tln-e at his disposal doen not enable him
to add he e all the mean values of the items listed in
table 6. However, the necessary data are include-^ in tli©
table given in tbe epiendix from which the ^eans may be
ocilculated easily.
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f. What 13 the Engineering exol: nation for flat bolng
better than wedige aha.^ed?
1. The wedge shaped washer acts like a wedge trying
to enlarge the Initial nail hole, thus rendering the rupture
strength.
2m The flat washer on the other hand increases the
be ring area of the nail head.
3* The flat washer has bigger diameter than w:.dge
shaped washsr.
8* Bef^ »»69* The use of the term "ellffilaated" in con
nection with variablea - The author admits that the choice of
the word has not been good. It is admitted that there are
always present sosie vaMables which can never be eliaiinated,
like tl(M| condition of the operator, etc. All that la
possible for the ex ierlmente:- is to balance the effects of
these variables which are beyond this control.
IT» :=roce -ure!
The 3tatijtlG 1 Aooroachi- The a thor believes in spite
of some of hi3 difficulties with stiitisticians that the method
of statistical approach in an experiment is an excellent one*
However, the limitations of statistics should be kept in mind
while the best use is aiade of the teohnique.
l^tont of 3t^.tl3tic3^ a nlloMtlont The reo^t in ^ortant
use of statistical technique can be mnae when .lesigning the
exDerlment, 3erious attention must be i^aid to tli© size of
the experiment and the number f observation to be taken* If
this Is done a great amount of work may te reduced* In the
o ilnion of the author It would have been possible to reduce
the number of re >11 cations In his experiment to half or mrmn
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less If h« were well -^dvlaed on th« statistical significance
of the exi?erlment w- s xnawn to hi-, at the tl -e of setting It
up. The Informatlcna re^iUlrtd for coming to a lieclslon about
ti.e size of the exjf^rlment Hated below:
Im Lin-it of accur&cy of the Instrument used for in-
>restlgation.
^'•The lowest value which ia of an> aractlcal significance*
In the present study the author would recoauBend the lowest
value as 10 lbs«
3« The nuzober of variables involved in the experiment*
U, The objectives of the experlment| vheti^ier it is
oomp^.rlson or estlicnte or both.
b. Modification of ti.e present ex:jerlmeat«
The aur.bor of re Jlcctlons In the present experiment
might have been reduced to half or even less.
Analysis. It Is open to question how far the
anal/ils of variance technique could ap -ly to engineering studies
advantageously. In engineering we are dealing with standard
Katerials which vould conform to rigorous specification. The
result is that individual observations tend to be very uniform*
In other words the value of experimental error wll: be very
small which In Its turn wll? show significance la most of
the items under study. However for on engineer sigaificont
difference (in ^he statistical sense) which l3 not of any
practical use is without value, lo It seems to the author
that the type of analysl^i made in the thesis - by me^ns of
gra3hs - «fiy be more boneficlal then thcit by statistical
analysis. It laust be mentlcmed here that engineering problems
are very much different from ;=roblfciBs in crops or soils,
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urtilch lend theaselvos to statistical analysis. The Teuton
la tiirit evea a 3mall difference Is of pr cticnl in >ort''inc€
in the litter branches of agrlc Itiire*
^Irellltu^ie Apuroacl;. ihe author believes that the
technique of (-iimensionaJ analysis may be used advantageously
in saa^ l.-r studies, Ihe exfjerlment In this case should be
set up In conaultatlon with the T &AM detK;rtaent (Dr. Murphy).
In the present ease the relevant variables are
1» thickness of sheet
2» Tesper alloy of sheet
3« Held p lat and ultimate strength of tho material
of the sheet.
h. Diameter of nail head
5* T'Ickness of nail he^^d
6. Dlamet-r of nail shank
?• End-ranee Halt of the material of sheet
3. Properties of the washer
3y this ap,>roach It win be possible to develop a
rational expression involving all these variables. However,
it must be emphasized thsit if eli these variables are to
be taken into account the the experiment may become very
coaplicated«
ni. Purthcr
(1) Carry out some investlgatlona with dpllLd holes
instead of punctured holes.
\2) Design the experiment In such a way as t get
accuTQte .BtiBBtes of design loads with specific nails hud
Specified aluslntm sheets.
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C3) experiments to develop better of washers.
(W) Study the effect of ylbritlon nn^ repe^^ted lo ds :>n
the ruoture resistance. One suggestion is to try the same
nail successively for different otssrvfitions*
(5) Let U3 exjeriaent to study the effect on the
physical prO;jei''ties of the alunlnuni sheets on its reslstQnce
to rupture.
IV. Ad'^ltlon&l investlgntion carried out by author.
1. R?^zidoPi raeasurement f thickness "^f tested dDeclmeas.
This Is undertaken to get aoae light on the question
of variability between Indlridual observations In the experiment.
The data on previous oa^es are self explanatory. Although only
6 observations were taken in the case of e^ch nail with the
new washeri the restilt show the now washers are considerably
Inferior to even the flat washers used in the experiment,
^he author be31eves that by .sing a aetal hevlng higher yield
E>oifit, ultimate strength and endurance limit for backing
the aeoprene, a still better washer could be developed.
2. Test with drilled holed. The auth->r is sorry t^iat
lack of time prevented him from con^lucting a few testa rslong
this line. It Is re^iuestiTf^ th^t a few inc tests be made -nd
the d-Hta £id<ied tv this report.
3. Graohs for the different nails with ruoture
reai.stance vs. thickness of metal are shown on the follow-ng
pages.
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'pilQkness of tested alumlnuiE pieces
"®- ®an5°^" KJi.
selected at randoa
1 .021 .02*f .031
2 .021 .02^ .032
3 .020 ,02W .032
U .021 .023 .031
5 .020 .02V .-^31
6 .020 .023 .031
7 .020 .023 .031
8 .019 .023 .031
9 .019 .02W .032
10 .020 .02V .032
11 .015 .023 .031
12 .019 •02V .031
13 .019 .02V .031
1^ .019 .023 .031
15 .020 .02V .031
16 .019 .023 .032
17 .019 .02V .031
18 .019 .0.3 .031
19 •020 .0^ .032
20 .019 .02V .031
Test of flat sheet vltn n^v wQsi
Description of w-short- Diameter * .625"
Thickness - .010"
Neoprene '(double B-terlal)
Hall
aTTTiTtiTorv Thickness
Ho. ring of shecrt
^In.)
"I 261 lbs: !w
Type of
failure
3 corned
n
i
I
Total
Aye.
2'-^0 ••
203 "
219 "
206 "
2o8 "
1237
206
With flat
washer 160
With
conical 108
1
2
I
5
6
Total
A7e.
1-V
221
17
21W
22^
176
1226
20if
v/lth flatl6lf
*♦ con 101
,021
.v020
.020
.<20
.019
Considering cnlcal washer as 100,
flat washer - l*+8
new " -191
.020
.020
.019
.019
.020
.019
U corner
3 -
h comer
Considering conical washer as 100,
flat washer - 162,5
new " - 202
